Insights into the concept of fish welfare
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ABSTRACT: Fish welfare issues are predicated on understanding whether fish are sentient beings. Therefore, we analyzed the logic of the methodologies used for studying this attribute. We conclude that empirical science is unable to prove or to disprove that fish are sentient beings. Thus, we propose a combined ethical-scientific approach for considering fish as sentient beings. The most difficult ongoing question is to determine which conditions fish prefer. Approaches to assess fish preferences should be rigorously and cautiously employed. In light of these considerations, attempts to establish physiological standards for fish welfare are discouraged, and a preference-based definition of fish welfare is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

Aquaculture is a growing human initiative supported by complex industrial technologies. Massive quantities of fish are produced each year for food, sport, home aquaria (ornamentation), or restocking programs. These practices may impinge on fish welfare through capture methods, high stocking densities, and transport of fish. Moreover, catch-and-release practices impose additional discomfort or even pain for fish. Scientific research also creates stress for fish, and thus, authors are increasingly requested by journal editors to receive approval of the experimental protocol from ethics committees to ensure that fish do not suffer excessively.

The emergence of concerns for satisfactory conditions for fish has also stimulated interest in theoretical and philosophical problems such as whether fish are, in fact, sentient creatures. Concomitant to these academic discussions, guidelines for the proper treatment of fish have been developed (FSBI 2002, Johansen et al. 2006); however, a clear concept of fish welfare and a methodological means to assess this internal state are still controversial.

Numerous reviews have extensively detailed the work performed in fish welfare (Fraser 1993, Lehman 1998, Salzen 1998, Balon 2000, Broom 2001, Désiré et al. 2002, Rose 2002, Rushen 2003, Chandoo et al. 2004, Conte 2004, Sandoe et al. 2004, Hasten et al. 2005, Dawkins 2006a,b, Duncan 2006, Huntingford et al. 2006, Veissier & Boissy 2006). Therefore, this review will focus mainly on the direction of future research on this issue. To begin, we describe the most difficult, but most important, problem of determining whether fish are emotionally conscious (sentient) of suffering and discomfort. Next, studies aiming to identify an empirical basis for consciousness in fish are described. Scientific methodology is unable to assess this problem in fish and other non-human animals, and validation of concerns for fish welfare should be tempered by ethical considerations. Then, we analyze the main approaches for the conceptualization of fish welfare and discuss preference tests in fish. The use of fish conditions as a means to interpret fish welfare is discussed.
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In conclusion, we present a preference-based definition of fish welfare.

ATTRIBUTES NECESSARY TO JUSTIFY CONCERNS ABOUT FISH WELFARE

In order to consider the welfare of an organism, it must be conscious of at least some basic emotion. Thus, fish welfare should only be of concern if fish are not only aware but also conscious. That is, the fish must have the ability to subjectively experience pain, coldness, comfort, discomfort, and to consciously differentiate perceived internal states as ‘good or bad’, ‘pleasant or unpleasant’, etc. Such an ability, termed sentience, is a necessary attribute for concerns about animal welfare (Dawkins 2006b, Duncan 2006, Huntingford et al. 2006). Based upon this definition, pain is a conscious experience, while nociception is an unconscious response to noxious stimuli.

Although subjective, perception of suffering has been applied to fish in order to support considerations of fish welfare (Huntingford et al. 2006). According to Spinelli (1987), suffering is a very unpleasant emotional condition that results from physical pain, emotional pain, and/or intolerable discomfort. However, some degree of discomfort (something less than suffering) may also exist. For instance, an environment without refuge, or with limited stimulation, could be uncomfortable (but not suffering) for a fish.

INVESTIGATION OF SENTIENCE IN FISH AND OTHER NON-HUMAN ANIMALS

Approaches to investigate sentience

Sentience has been studied using 3, not entirely independent, approaches. One approach involves identifying brain machinery in non-human animals that is homologous to that involved in human consciousness. This method is based on the Darwinian evolutionary theory that predicts that similar structures beget similar functions and that if the same function occurs, similar structures exist. For instance, fish forebrain areas were compared to the mammalian amygdala and hippocampus, which are areas associated with memory, learning, and emotions. Recently, numerous investigators have employed this approach in fish (Dietrich et al. 2002, Rodriguez et al. 2002a,b, Sneddon 2002, 2003a,b, Chandroo et al. 2004, Portavella et al. 2004, Dunlop & Laming 2005, Högglund et al. 2005). Along these same lines, a more sophisticated technique involves the treatment of fish with a noxious stimulus followed by utilization of molecular techniques to visualize activity in the fish brain. Subsequently, the active brain regions can be evaluated for homology to regions stimulated in mammals by similar noxious stimuli (Braithwaite & Boulcott 2007, this issue).

A second approach to the study of sentience in fish is aimed at corroborating pain by investigating the physiological mechanisms expected to underlie sentience. Sneddon et al. (2003a,b) showed that A-delta and C fibers in the trout Oncorhynchus mykiss trigeminal nerve contain the same 2 types of nociceptors that occur in humans. Despite these observations, the presence of the necessary machinery does not necessarily indicate that fish feel pain. In order to determine whether these homologous nociceptors are functional, the trout nociceptor system was blocked by administration of a painkiller (morphine) to the fish following exposure to the noxious stimuli. Acetic acid and bee venom were chosen as stimuli because they induce irritation and inflammation in mammals. In this experiment, trout responded by behaving normally after morphine administration (Sneddon 2003b). This association of a painkiller with the disappearance of pain-linked behaviors demonstrated that fish are indeed affected by nociceptive stimuli. Similar studies involving physiological measurement have also been conducted (Jansen & Green 1970, Ehrensing et al. 1982, Chervova 1997, Porteros et al. 1999).

A third approach to determining sentience in fish examines behavioral changes following exposure to noxious stimuli. In this method, no physiological or pharmacological intervention is used. These studies are of 2 types: (1) correlation between well-accepted pain or fear stimuli and behavioral changes; (2) evaluation of complex cognitive abilities, such as spatial learning (Odling-Smee & Braithwaite 2003) and stress-induced changes in memory (Moreira & Volpato 2004, Moreira et al. 2004, Barreto et al. 2006).

Logic of the empirical basis of sentience in fish

Dawkins (1997) analyzed the difficulty in studying welfare in non-human beings and argued that the subject is within the realm of science and that the main difficulty is methodological. Thus, the scientific approaches are valid, but more time is necessary to obtain valid results. We argue, however, that the study of mental states in non-human animals is beyond the scope of empirical science, and thus, ethical concerns are necessary.

Considering the 3 approaches described in the previous section, we present the following argument: (1) human beings have emotions (our own experience; Salzen 1998); (2) human emotions are generated by
specific brain structures (Servan-Schreiber & Perlstein 1998); (3) similar brain structures in different animals generate similar functions (e.g. emotions); (4) some non-human animals have brain structures homologous to human brain structures (Chandroo et al. 2004 for fish); (5) therefore, we conclude that non-human animals that have human-like brain structures have human-like emotions.

The logical weakness of this argument is that premise 3 is necessary but lacks empirical support, since emotions cannot be quantified in non-human animals (Sandoe et al. 2004). In fact, the same or a very similar function may inevitably emerge from 2 similar but not identical structures. By presuming premise 3, the following syllogism should be accepted: (1) in human beings, brain structure B generates emotions; (2) non-human animals have brain structure B; (3) therefore, brain structure B generates emotions in non-human animals. This argument is valid if, and only if, brain structure B is exactly the same for both human and non-human animals. Because these animals are only similar to each other, from a strictly logical point of view, this argument is not valid.

In this debate, a consequent argument is that science can neither prove nor disprove that fish are sentient organisms. Thus, empirical science is unable to offer a definitive answer. Sandoe et al. (2004) argue that this lack of proof is the inevitable condition of empirical science and that the addition of corroborating evidence will not change this conundrum. This condition has become a point of emphasis in texts on the welfare of non-human animals (Rushen 2003, Sandoe et al. 2004, Hastein et al. 2005, Dawkins 2006b, Duncan 2006).

A precautionary ethical position assumes that, in the absence of convincing contrary evidence, fish are sentient. This position is based upon the following premises: (1) science is unable to offer a definitive answer to the fish-sentience problem; (2) common sense suggests that sentient beings should be treated well; (3) therefore, following a precautionary approach, fish should be treated well. Therefore, if we must handle these organisms (e.g. to produce food for humans), we should assume that they might suffer. This argument implies that sport fishing should be abolished and that capture fishing and fish farming should be conducted in a manner that results in minimal discomfort for the fish.

THE CONCEPT OF FISH WELFARE

Internal state of welfare

Welfare is an internal state in which the animal ‘feels well’; thus, references to ‘poor’ or ‘low’ welfare are meaningless and should be phrased as the ‘absence of welfare’. Attention has focused on avoiding or minimizing suffering in animals; however, pleasure has not been considered (Duncan 2006, Veissier & Boissy 2006). Identification of the internal state of welfare is still a challenge. A sick fish is certainly not in a state of welfare (Dawkins 2006a), but a healthy fish may not necessarily be feeling well.

Following the success of physiological characterization of stress in animals, attempts to physiologically define fish welfare were encouraged. This attempt is clearly not feasible. Stress is the reaction of the fish to challenges (stressors) that necessarily demand its energy. Thus, the stress response involves the release of catecholamines and corticosteroids into the blood, and these products mobilize stored energy and stimulate emergency pathways to energetically enable the animal to cope with the stressor (see Barton 2002). This physiological pattern stems from the need to provide sufficient energy and environmental information to cope with the perceived challenge. Thus, stress is clearly a mechanism shaped by evolution. For the internal state of welfare, however, such a standard physiological response is not expected. Instead, a wide range of physiological responses occur because life is not at risk. For instance, apparently pleasurable activities (sex and hunting prey) cause physiological patterns similar to those of seemingly unpleasant conditions (e.g. escaping from a predator) (Rushen 1991).

The productivity approach

The productivity approach (Fraser 1993) assumes that productivity measures (e.g. growth rate and reproduction) are reliable indicators of fish welfare. In contrast, a study carried out in Volpato’s laboratory indicate that Nile tilapia Oreochromis niloticus juveniles chose to remain in an environment illuminated by yellow light although these fish developed better in an environment illuminated by blue light as measured by feeding, food conversion rate, growth, and survival. Further studies corroborated that the blue environment decreased physiological stress (Volpato & Barreto 2001) and facilitated reproduction (Volpato et al. 2004) in this species. For other animal species, Fraser (1993) points out that some practices increase productivity but harm the animal. These conditions include increased stocking densities, use of antibiotics to avoid diseases in sub-optimal environments, and strong genetic selection for certain productivity traits (which may weaken other biological traits; see also Grandin & Deesing 1998). Petit et al. (2003) found that the largemouth bass
Micropterus salmoides reared in continuous light grew faster than those reared with the natural light cycle; however, growth in continuous light conditions likely threatens fish welfare. The welfare state of a fish should be considered solely in terms of its biological performance, as economic and biological performance are not necessarily compatible (Luescher et al. 1989). These examples indicate that productivity measures (e.g. biomass produced) may not match welfare requirements.

**ASSESSING FISH WELFARE**

Since the internal welfare state of an organism cannot be defined in physiological terms, preference (choice) tests may be the only means to determine the welfare of fish (see Dawkins 2006b). This methodology is referred to as the ‘fish-preference approach’.

Fish are undoubtedly capable of making decisions. The spotted catfish *Pseudoplatystoma coruscans*, a voracious carnivorous species, can decide whether to attack or to retreat from a conspecific fish using chemical cues for assessment of conspecific size (Giaquinto & Volpato 2005). This decision may be crucial for survival as a small conspecific fish is prey while a larger conspecific fish is a voracious predator. Decision making in fish may involve cognitive processes (see Braithwaite & Boulcott 2007) or merely innate mechanisms for recognizing other fish and displaying the specific response (Kelley et al. 1999, Jordão & Volpato 2000).

For the assessment of fish welfare, accepting the fish-preference approach is reasonable based on the assumption that a sentient creature (this possibility is the background for examining fish welfare conditions) does not freely choose a condition of discomfort when presented with better conditions. In practical terms, these fish-preferences provide useful information about the preferred conditions of individual space, light intensity and color, feeding time, daily feeding quantities, shading needs, water column depth, water flow, and many others. Guidelines for holding fish should be directed by these results.

Fraser (1993) reports that while a British government committee recommended that hens in battery cages should not be housed on fine-gauged hexagonal ‘chicken wire’, Hughes & Black (1973) found that hens that were allowed to choose from different types of floor preferred the fine wire flooring. Although animals are assumed to choose the best immediate or ultimate condition, methods for identifying these preferences require a cautious approach for fish, as was seen previously for other animals such as farm birds and mammals.

**Precautions for implementing the preference test approach**

**Provide a wide range of opportunities**

When fish preferences are chosen from only a few possibilities, the results reflect preferences from only the opportunities presented and not necessarily the conditions that the fish prefer. Thus, the fish should be presented with several possibilities for any given situation (e.g. temperature, salinity, light color, etc.). For example, temperature preference should ideally be determined from fish exposure to a continuous gradient of temperature. Also, the inclusion of both favorable and unfavorable conditions may provide a contrast reference for preferences. Freedom of choice, however, is imperative in such preference tests.

**Avoid bias from the test area**

Any conditions (light, wall marks, sound, etc.) that may affect fish choice must be examined before the beginning of a choice test (e.g. mazes test, shelter, position in the tank). To minimize interference of fixed cues from the outside area, the position of the test apparatus inside the area should be presented in different combinations (each combination being different for each individual). Brotto & Araújo (2001) evaluated the preferences of 5 fish species on the southeast Brazilian coast. Preferences for different forms and complexities of artificial shelters were determined in the natural environment. Deposition of the shelters in the testing area was random to avoid test area interference.

**Avoid bias from the apparatus**

In order to measure fish spatial preferences, any preferences within the apparatus must be determined before introduction of the test stimuli. For instance, in a Y-maze test, fish are expected to randomly (50%) select a particular path. If data show otherwise, the apparatus is introducing a preference bias. In addition, a choice in one apparatus does not necessarily imply that this same choice will be made in another condition, such as holding the fish. Thus, successive tests are required to develop a more comprehensive understanding of fish preferences.

**Measure of preference**

Common variables for measuring preference include latency to display a choice, time spent in a chosen
condition, and frequency of choice. Caution must be exercised when comparing these results. Frequency of choice and time spent in a condition may have very different meanings. Moreover, a first choice may be different from subsequent choices (in fish, Gomez-Laplaza 2005; in chickens, Shields et al. 2004).

Intensity of preference

In order to determine the importance of a particular choice, Duncan (2006) suggests measuring the strength of the preference. Importance may reflect the effort the animal will expend to obtain its preferred choice (see also Dawkins & Beardsley 1986, Mason et al. 1998, 2001).

Precautions for interpreting the preference test approach

Fish biological conditions

Intrinsic factors, such as phylogeny, biological rhythms, ontogeny, ecology, grouping, and individual condition, determine the preference choices made by fish. For example, while grouping is a homeostatic condition for schooling or shoaling species, this lifestyle is stressful for territorial species (Wirtz & Davenport 1976). Fish also have biological clocks interacting cyclically with environmental changes, such as photoperiod, temperature fluctuations, seasonal changes in climate, lunar phases, tidal movements, rainy periods etc. (Bateson 2004, see review by Volpato & Trajano 2006). Petit et al. (2003) argue that feeding is generally synchronized by daylight, and thus, feeding at the ‘wrong’ time may result in lower feed intake. Li & Dowling (1998) found that the visual sensitivity of the fish Danio rerio is under endogenous circadian control, and thus, time of day may affect their choices. Ontogenetic changes also affect the needs of a fish (Duncan 2006). For example, feeding preferences change during development for many species (Huntingford 1993). Acclimatization to previous ecological (or tank) conditions may affect subsequent choices. In one example, a combination of fixed genetic traits (adaptation) and plastic responses to temperature explained differences in enzyme and mRNA concentrations in fish distributed in environments differing by 15°C (Crawford & Powers 1989). Grouping imposes social rank in territorial species, and this rank determines physiological patterns as a consequence of social stress (Fernandes & Volpato 1993, Volpato & Fernandes 1994, Barreto & Volpato 2006). Social stress is an internal state that affects which shoal a fish joins, with the choice being related to the joining member’s familiarity with the fish already in the shoal and its social rank relative to them (e.g. in the angelfish Pterophyllum scalare; Gomez-Laplaza 2005). Chemical recognition of predators (Jordão & Volpato 2000) or large conspecifics (Giaquinto & Volpato 2005) affects fish behavior. As a result, fish may react differently to water supplied from different sources depending on the species present in the water supply. Further, individual experience, or other traits, may affect fish preferences. The recent classification of fish as bold or shy (Brown et al. 2005) suggests that fish personality also affects individual preferences. Moreover, the ability of fish to learn by association may induce stress not only from the known stressors but also from unstressful cues (conditioned stimulus) after the fish learn to associate these cues with a stressor (unconditioned stimulus) (Moreira & Volpato 2004). Other relevant individual traits are strain, sex, costs to get a resource, and time of access in the test, as suggested by Bateson (2004).

Preference or attention?

In studies of Japanese quail chicks Coturnix japonica, Carmichael et al. (1998) noted that the test stimuli may attract the attention of the animal and introduce bias. Thus, the test preference may be more a perceptual consequence than a free choice. Furthermore, the novelty of the test stimulus may attract the attention of the animal (Darmaillacq et al. 2004). Repeated testing can be used to overcome this problem.

Spatial tendency of the fish

Functional specialization of the right and left side of the brain has been demonstrated in fish and may affect the preference test. Gambusia holbrooki, Xenotoca eiseni, and Betta splendens have a marked preference for using the right eye when attacking a mirror image or a live rival (Bisazza & Santi 2003).

Overly hasty inferences

The key to understanding preferences is to be precise with the analysis. For instance, Mariani & Alcoverro (1999) studied the preferences of herbivorous fishes for seagrasses in a multi-choice feeding preference test. The results were based on correlations between bite marks on the leaves and total carbon content of these plants. Although these researchers concluded that the fish preferred low-carbon plants, many differences existed between the compared plants, and
the correlation obtained may not reflect the causal factor that attracted the fish. Thus, each stimulus must be specifically tested.

**CONCLUSION**

Since empirical science is unable to objectively determine whether fish are sentient beings, ethical concerns should assume that fish are conscious beings. Thus, these animals may suffer or be in discomfort when not treated well. While utilizing fish physiological patterns for determination of welfare is discouraged, preference tests provide useful information that will improve fish welfare. Importantly, fish welfare is not only freedom from suffering but also access to comfort states. The fish-preference approach, which admittedly requires caution with respect to implementation, overcomes these inherent problems and offers insight for approaches to fish welfare. Accordingly, we propose a definition of the state of fish welfare based on fish preferences: the internal state of a fish when it remains under conditions that were freely chosen.
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